
INNOCEAN began as a small creative agency in Asia. With their innovative ideas and 

quirky attitude, this fresh-faced company quickly expanded, opening international offices in 

a number of eclectic neighbourhoods. When it came time to design their west-end Toronto 

offices, INNOCEAN turned to the X-Design team and atWork’s office furniture showroom 

in order to create a funky yet functional space.

The Problem: Blending Bold Ideas with Functionality 
When it came time to equip INNOCEAN’s Toronto studio, atWork’s extensive office 

furniture showroom provided solutions that suited both the youthful feel of the company 

and the unique charm of their Toronto office building. Great architectural features like 

exposed brick and big, bright windows helped inspire the X-Design design team to create 

a space that was as vibrant as the company’s corporate identity.

The Solution: Industrial Attitude
The X-Design team immediately gravitated towards atWork’s selection of Tayco and Boss 

Designs when creating the concepts for INNOCEAN’s west-end office. The space was 

cleverly outfitted using the UP post and beam system, which included some great chrome 

accents and crisp white workspaces. These systems were used throughout the private 

offices, meetings rooms, and open concept work areas. In order to add a punch of colour 

and corporate branding, atWork ordered custom Boss Design seating products outfitted 

with INNOCEAN’s distinct orange accent colour. These comfortable and ergonomic options 

were used to resolve task, executive, conference, guest, and lounge applications 

throughout the space. 

The Results: An Inspired Workspace
INNOCEAN’s west-end Toronto office is a true representation of the company’s creativity. 

Bright, open, and infused with fun, INNOCEAN’s west-end office design proves that you 

don’t have to sacrifice style for function. 

Client
INNOCEAN –  

Toronto, Ontario

Challenge
Creating a fun, yet 

functional design

Products
Tayco and Boss Designs 

(UP post and beam 

system, Moneypenny 

task chair, Lily mesh task 

chair, Choo lounge chair)

Results
17 Workstations

12 Private Offices

4 Meetings Rooms

2 Lunch Rooms
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PROJECT SUMMARY

CLIENT
INNOCEAN
Toronto, ON

DESIGN FIRM
X-Design

PRODUCT
Up post and beam system
Moneypenny task chair
Lily Mesh task chair
Choo lounge chair

SIZE
17 Workstations
12 Private offi ces
4 Meeting rooms
2 Lunch rooms

INNOCEAN
Starting as a small creative agency in Asia with a staff of 54, INNOCEAN 
has now expanded to employ over 300 people worldwide. When 
their west-end Toronto studio required furnishing, INNOCEAN turned 
to Tayco and Boss Design. The space was outfi tted in the Up post 
and beam system for their private offi ces, meeting rooms, and open 
plan, while a selection of Boss Design seating products were used to 
resolve task, executive, conference, guest and lounge applications. 
The distinctive orange of INNOCEAN’s corporate identity was injected 
as an accent color throughout the furniture layouts.

www.tayco.com www.boss-design.com
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INNOCEAN’s Delightful 
Toronto Office Design

www.atwork.ca


